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DEPARTMENT OF POLICE

April 26, 2021

Honorable Robin Christiansen, Mayor  

Members of Dover City Council

City Hall

Dover, DE 19901

Mayor Christiansen and Council Members:

It is my pleasure to submit to you the 2020 Annual Report of the City of Dover Police  

Department. The year began under the leadership of now Retired Deputy Chief  

Timothy Stump who served a year as the Interim Chief of Police. He is a gentleman  

who was a great steward of this agency and his support of my arrival and orientation  

was absolutely invaluable.

As you are aware, I began my tenure on February 14th in a year that produced so  

many challenges for the City and our Nation. During that time, I can report that the  

Dover Police Department took very good care of its business, and began a  

transformative journey, in conditions not previously encountered in modern public  

safety service.

It is my judgement that the hard work of all the Dover Police employees has put us on  

a path to an improved condition of public safety and to serve as a leading example of  

what a 21st Century Policing agency looks like.

Yours in Service,

Thomas A. Johnson, Jr.  

Chief of Police

Thomas A. Johnson, Jr.

Chief of Police
400 South Queen Street  

Dover, Delaware 19904

302-736-7111

Fax: 302-672-1842
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City of Dover Police Department 

Sworn Staff

Captain Randy Robbins
Operations Division Commander

Major David Spicer.
Deputy Chief of Police

Thomas A. Johnson, Jr.
Chief of Police

Captain Kevin Kober
Office of Professional Standards 

Commander

Captain Christopher Hermance
Administrative Division Commander

Lieutenant Robert Roswell
Internal Affairs Commander

Lieutenant Paul Kuntzi

Special Enforcement Unit 

Commander

Lieutenant Jordan Miller
Patrol Unit Commander

Lieutenant Aaron Dickinson
Criminal Investigations Commander



City of Dover Police Department 

Civilian Administrative Staff

Senior LAN Analyst

Christopher Menge

911 Manager

Matthew Carey

Police Resource Manager

Robin Adkins

Records Unit Supervisor

Jessica Hand



THOMAS A. JOHNSON, JR. BECOMES CHIEF OF POLICE

The Dover Police Department swore in its 15th Police Chief during its 95th year of faithfully
serving the City of Dover. The ceremony was held on February 13, 2020 at Dover Police
Headquarters inside the James L. Hutchison Public Assembly Room.

Chief Thomas A. Johnson, Jr. took the Oath of Office with Mayor Robin R. Christiansen as his

wife Janice held the same bible that has been used to swear in each Officer of the Dover Police

Department. Chief Johnson is only the second Police Chief in agency history to be hired from

outside the ranks of the Department. The first occurred on May 16, 1949, when Mayor William
J. Storey recruited James E. Turner, Sr., a Major with the Delaware State Police, to serve as the

Chief of Police. He held the position for over 18 years.

The position became available after Chief Marvin Mailey retired in May of 2019 with 26 years

of service including his two-year tenure as the leader of the Dover Police Department. Major

Tim Stump became Acting Chief when Mailey retired and led the agency for a year while helping

Chief Johnson with his transition. With the torch officially passed, Acting Chief Stump retired in

May of 2020 after nearly 30 years of service.

Chief Johnson joined the Dover Police Department after retiring as a Captain from the Upper
Darby, Pennsylvania Police Department where he served for nearly 24 years. He has over 35
years of public safety experience having also served as a Firefighter and Paramedic.

Chief Thomas A. Johnson, Jr. takes the Oath of Office of the Chief of Police with Mayor Robin  

Christiansen, as his wife, Janice, holds the bible.



In many ways, 2020 allowed Dover to demonstrate how resilient it can be in the face of great

challenges. Perhaps the largest example would be the impact on our City resulting from the

unprecedented number of homicides during the calendar year. Those nine tragic deaths broke a

previous record of seven set during 2015. With only minor exceptions, the 2020 incidents could be

traced to a 2019 surge in gang activity, its illicit drug trade and the guns that become tools of that

trade. In response, with support from local and state officials, a successful multi-agency taskforce

effort dubbed Operation Rise- N-Shyne was deployed, in pandemic conditions, to identify and arrest

the key individuals controlling the gangs. By year’s end, more than 50 suspects were in custody and

28 firearms were confiscated. Real time intelligence and trend-data following the operation’s

inception confirm the combined success of both the taskforce effort, and related investigations, in

curbing the regional violence.

Recognizing the need to follow up the enforcement effort with prevention programs, the Department

is preparing a plan to address the conditions that lead to gang involvement. As Dover PD inches

closer to its authorized strength of 106 Officers, there will be a sharp increase in community policing

and crime prevention efforts using a combination of historically successful activities and innovative

ideas born out of community engagement. Our goals include an increase in outreach to our youth,

efforts to provide resources to at- risk individuals of all ages, and a continuation of the appropriate

enforcement activities that work in concert to effectively reduce crime.

Dover is truly strong and its power is found in the sum of its parts. There are several other initiatives

in development to support a safer community. There is no doubt that those efforts will require

community collaboration to be successful. We are committed to harnessing the power of our

residents and our institutions. The goal going forward will always be zero homicides in a city your

family can safely live, work and thrive.

Homicides



OPERATION RISE-N-SHYNE
Operation Rise-N-Shyne was a multi-jurisdictional investigation involving illegal gang activity that included large scale

distribution of dangerous drugs in and around Dover. This operation was conducted by a task force comprised of the Dover

Police Department (DPD), the Delaware State Police (DSP), the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF), the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), the Delaware Department of

Correction (DOC) Probation and Parole, the United States Marshal Service (USMS), the Delaware Department of Justice

(DOJ), and the United States Attorney’s Office.

Operation Rise-N-Shyne began as a result of information obtained during arrests in Dover early in 2020. Noting the

connection to a spike in violent crime, the Dover PD partnered with DSP to address criminal activity in the Dover region.

Information obtained during those investigations led to the identification of a major suspect who was supplying large

amounts of ecstasy to Kent County from the Atlanta, GA area. The expanded task force operation began in June of 2020

and lasted through mid-November when a multi-agency warrant roundup was completed.

Operation Rise-N-Shyne led to over 50 arrests in Delaware, Maryland, Ohio, Virginia, North Carolina, and Georgia. In

addition to the indictments, law enforcement seized 28 firearms, 15,000+ doses of ecstasy, 72 grams of MDMA powder,

12.8 grams of Methamphetamine, 3.675 grams of Heroin, and over $22,000 in drug proceeds. The enforcement action

disrupted the activities of four criminal street gangs plaguing Dover and the surrounding area. Intelligence gathered during
the operation has furthered the investigation of multiple cases involving violent crimes in the Dover region.



COVID-19

Like every other citizen, school, business and organization, the Covid-19 pandemic had a significant

impact on the normal operations of the Dover Police Department. Very early in the emerging crisis, the

Department appointed a Covid-19 Control Officer responsible for planning and developing custom

guidelines for safety. This included quarantine procedures, obtaining sanitization and protective gear,

and developing protocols for sanitizing work areas such as the cell block, interview rooms, office space

and patrol vehicles. The standard uniform was set aside in favor of the black and yellow event uniforms

since they could be washed and sanitized on a daily basis. The Covid-19 Control Officer also served as

the liaison to the Department of Health and Social Services (DHSS) for pandemic-related guidance. A

special thank you to Captain Chad Bernat for meeting this challenge and also to Captain Christopher

Hermance who has assumed those continuing duties following Capt. Bernat’s retirement.

The pandemic also had a significant impact on service delivery, especially during the early months of

the crisis. Due to staffing and safety concerns, the Department was forced to limit most proactive

policing measures. This was done to prevent predictable exposures and maintain staffing levels for

major case work and emergency service for the City. Sub-groups of staff rotated in and out of various

units together, as needed, to mitigate against exposures or positive cases that might trigger mass

quarantine. There were drastic reductions to the amount of outside visitors and limitations placed on the

number of persons allowed in the public spaces. The Department employed both teleservice and online

crime reporting previously used for large events such as the FIREFLY Music Festival to handle minor

complaints without direct contact. Essentially, the Dover Police Team took the challenges delivered by

the pandemic response and worked collectively to convert them into opportunities to evolve and adapt

in order to continue to provide crucial services to the community.

The Dover Police Department would also like to thank the community for their support during this

critical time. A special thanks to those who donated protective gear and sanitization supplies when they

were scarce in the initial months of the pandemic and little was known about the virus. At the time of

this report, there is a better understanding of the illness and vaccination efforts are moving into high

gear. Lastly, as an organization dedicated to public service and life safety, we pause to pay respects to

those who fell victim to COVID-19 and the families they left behind.

Patrol shift holds roll call outdoors during the Covid-19  

pandemic, while wearing the DPD event uniform.

Officers accept donation of sanitization supplies from  

Delaware Helping Warriors Outdoors. This is one of many  

donations that DPD received from the community.



CIVIL UNREST

Following the death of George Floyd during an arrest by the

Minneapolis Police Department, the City of Dover experienced protest

31stactivity  spanning  multiple  weeks. It  began  on  May with

demonstrations at both Legislative Hall and the Dover Police

Department headquarters building. Later in the day, demonstrators

marched up N. DuPont Highway and protested in front of the Delaware

State Police Administration and Academy complex. An influx of

individuals from outside of Dover triggered an unfortunate change of

behavior late in the day. A small percentage of the group began looting

stores in and around the Dover Mall. This prompted a local level State of Emergency Declaration to support

public safety. Following several more hours of protest activity, order was restored in the area but not before there

were injuries and property loss. Over the ensuing two weeks, daily protest activity occurred in Dover and in

surrounding jurisdictions. While the protests were largely peaceful, there were regular disruptions to businesses,

traffic flow, and police operations. At times, some participants displayed firearms and walked through traffic

causing concerns among residents and motorists in the area.

Chief Thomas Johnson and members of the Dover Police Department met with demonstrators on two occasions

at Legislative Hall. The first meeting was an open discussion about the goals of demonstrators, their rights to

protest, and answering police policy questions. The second meeting was a continuation of prior discussions and

led to several Officers joining Chief Johnson to march along with demonstrators around the Legislative Mall

complex to illustrate shared values in the zones of justice and equity.

On June 9th, 2020, the Department was assisting the Delaware State Police with protest activity on DuPont

Highway in the area of Camden, DE. By this time, protest leaders had discontinued their cooperation in support

of traffic safety and soon demonstrators became disorderly beyond the bounds of safety. In a highly publicized

moment, the Dover Police Department helped with crowd control and in taking persons into custody. This proved

to be the final day of significant protest activity. Upon review, and in an effort to set the stage for progress, the

Delaware Attorney General’s Office ultimately announced it would not prosecute the incident(s) that led to the

arrests nor would it open any probe related to law enforcement action(s). The wave of protest activity in early

June resulted in many productive conversations that paved the way for a large scale evaluation of existing

standards and practices. Policy improvement began immediately, and the work continues, to ensure the Dover

Police Department provides professional and equitable services to all.

Demonstrators gather at the Dover Police Dept.

Demonstrators and Dover Police Officers March the Legislative Complex Demonstrators Gather in Front of Officers at the Dover Target Store



CITY OF DOVER MUNICIPAL POLICE ACADEMY

In the summer of 2020, amidst a world-wide pandemic, staffing shortages, and more, the Department

learned that due to Covid-19 restrictions the Delaware State Police would not be able to take the 8 new

Dover Police recruits in their semi-annual Police Academy. To address the training crisis, the decision

was made that Dover PD would host its first police academy in nearly 30 years.

Due to the length of time between academy classes and the significant changes to laws, policies, and

COPT standards, the academy curriculum had to be developed from scratch. A training facility was

constructed and a full course schedule was adopted to include outside instructors, guest speakers, the

utilization of outside facilities, and more. With the help of other Delaware Police Academies, the Dover

Academy staff worked endless hours to build the curriculum, build relationships for instruction, gather

the necessary training resources, and work out the logistics for each part of the program. This included

an outstanding graduation ceremony in February, 2021. In all, seventeen recruits from the following

agencies graduated the 2020-2021 City of Dover Municipal Police Academy:

-Dover Police Department (8)

-Smyrna Police Department (1)
-Newport Police Department (1)
-Harrington Police Department (2)
-Milford Police Department (1)
-Seaford Police Department (1)
-Bridgeville Police Department (1)
-Millsboro Police Department (2)



Tropical Storm Isaias

On August 4th of 2020, the City of Dover had closed its offices in anticipation of the arrival of

Tropical Storm Isaias and the possibility of tornado activity spawning from the system. That

morning, Isaias began to impact the Kent County region with high winds and rain. At

approximately 8:50 a.m., an EF1 tornado touched the ground just south of the city and began a

northward path of destruction. After tearing through the City of Dover it traveled well into the

center of New Castle County before finally ending, a Delaware record 29.2 miles.

The tornado caused wide-spread utility outages and damaged several homes and businesses.

There were road closures due to storm damage and fallen trees. Off-duty Officers answered the

call and immediately rushed to work to help their community. During the initial response,

Officers assisted with traffic control, securing areas where live wires were down, conducting

search and rescue efforts, evacuating residents as needed, and providing security to businesses

and homes that were damaged by the storm.

We regret Isaias had a significant and lasting effects on City resources and residents. More

importantly, we celebrate that there were no serious injuries or deaths recorded in Dover.

Storm Damage on Westview Terrace
Photo: The News Journal

Storm Damage Route 8



POLICE CHIEF’S ADVISORY COMMITTEE
One of the key initiatives of the Dover Police Department in 2020 was the development of the Police

Chief’s Advisory Committee. During a study of management and operations of the Dover Police

Department by the Center for Public Safety Management (CPSM), it was stated that the “CPSM

recommends that the chief establish a chief’s advisory group. This group would be made up of

community stakeholders such as local clergy, business leaders, school administrators, community

advocates, etc., who would meet with the chief perhaps on a quarterly basis to informally discuss

community needs and police-community relations.” During this announcement, Chief Johnson stated that

the committee would indeed come into existence and consist of nine community stakeholders. The group

would represent a cross-section of Dover’s diverse population with a mission to offer informed and

constructive criticism to improve the delivery of equal and quality professional services from the Dover

Police Department. The first meeting took place in September and the group has met on a regular basis

since then. In addition to discussions about current topics in the Dover community, and critical Police

Department matters, the committee helped develop the U.N.I.T.Y. (Uniting Neighbors Initiative Through

Youth) video contest. This contest sought to engage young Dover residents in crime prevention

messaging, despite the Covid-19 pandemic, and address gang violence.

Top Row: Dr. Chanda Jackson-Short, Victor Giangrant, Schatze Sykes  

Center Row: Calvin London, Imam Arqum Rashid, Reverend Carol Harris  

Bottom Row: Matthew McNeil, Courtney Ford, AndreBoggerty



COMMUNICATIONS (911) CENTER UPGRADE

In December of 2020, the Department completed a two-week renovation project of its Emergency

Communications Center. During the construction period, communications personnel worked out

of the Kent County Public Safety complex until the overhaul was complete and the new center

re-opened on December 14th, 2020.

This is the first upgrade in 14 years to the center that handles over 100k calls in a calendar year.

The upgrade includes six new Mercury workstations from Watson Consoles. Each one now

displays over 100 city and in-house cameras, 50 radio channels, a state of the art 911 answering

and mapping system, and the capability to control building/cell block security. In addition to those

features, the consoles also provide a standing option for communications operators to increase

physical movement and improved physical and mental health.

This upgrade will help keep Dover safe, ensure a quick response by police and other first
responders as well as laying the foundation for more “real-time” crime monitoring.
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MAJOR AWARDS FOR 2020

In recognition of his dedication and devotion to the Citizens of Dover, and the exceptional

performance displayed On November 13, 2020, After receiving calls of shots fired and subsequent

notification of a subject entering a residence with possible gunshot wounds, Corporal Brian Wood

entered the residence and found a subject lying in a pool of blood, bleeding profusely from his upper

thigh area. Corporal Wood, knowing the dangers of Covid and blood born pathogens, immediately

and without hesitation, placed the department issued tourniquet on the victim’s thigh, while applying

the proper application to slow the loss of blood. Cpl. Wood was able to calm the victim in an effort

to gain information to relay to responding officers. His actions on this date saved a human life and

demonstrated the courage our officers display on a daily basis.

In recognition of his service to the community, on May 31, 2020, during a large protest in the City

of Dover, Communications Operator Donald Stiller successfully navigated 63 complaints in a six

hour period. These calls ranged from serious injuries to possible store break ins throughout the

City. Mr. Stiller was able to manage 8 radio channels and well over 200 police officers during this

very stressful event, all while maintaining the utmost professionalism.

LIFESAVING AWARD – CORPORAL BRIAN WOOD

POLICE CHIEF’S AWARD – DONALD STILLER



OFFICER OF THE QUARTER – 1ST QUARTER

OFFICER OF THE QUARTER – 2ND QUARTER

OFFICERS OF THE QUARTER FOR 2020

Corporal Anthony Griffin, Sr. – During the 2nd Quarter of 2020, Corporal Griffin, responded to an

apartment fire and with no regard for his own safety, entered the building to make sure tenants

were out. Cpl. Griffin was also able to respond to a burglary in process and apprehended a fleeing

suspect who turned out to be a serial offender. Also during this quarter, while holding a perimeter

around a homicide scene, Cpl. Griffin observed the suspects jumping a fence and after a lengthy

foot pursuit, with the aid of responding officers, was able to apprehend the suspects with two guns,

one of them being the murder weapon.

Patrolman First Class Robert Cunningham – During the 1st Quarter of 2020, there was an

unpresented spike in gang crime, PFC Cunningham was assigned with a DSP detective to

concentrate his efforts to apprehend and investigate active gang members. During this period,

multiple arrests were made, along with the confiscation of a large amount of weapons, drugs, and

currency.



OFFICERS OF THE QUARTER FOR 2020
OFFICER OF THE QUARTER – 3RD QUARTER

Patrolman First Class Logan Spicer– During the 3rd Quarter of 2020, During a Title III investigation,

PFC Spicer volunteered on each occasion an officer was needed to conduct a dangerous traffic stop,

during these stops he maintained his composure and became the “go to” officer for this job. During

this quarter, PFC Spicer was also involved in multiple traffic stops, surveillance and routine patrols

that led to the arrest of gang members and the confiscation of a high volume of drugs as well as

weapons. PFC Spicer also learned how to utilize an informant and used said informant to obtain

information which aided in the apprehension of a known felon.

OFFICER OF THE QUARTER – 4th QUARTER

Patrolman Brandyn Clancy– During the 4th Quarter of 2020, Ptlm. Clancy, while performing a

traffic stop and smelling marijuana, conducted a thorough search of the vehicle which led to the

discovery of a fully loaded handgun and the arrest of a convicted felon. Pltm. Clancy was also

involved in the recovery of two stolen vehicles and the arrest of suspects that fled from a third

stolen vehicle (vehicle was crashed during pursuit and subjects fled). During this quarter, Ptlm

Clancy was assigned to 579 complaints and took 156 reports, 67 total arrests, conducted

approximately 64 traffic stops and had two DUI arrests.



CIVILIANS OF THE QUARTER FOR 2020

CIVILIAN OF THE QUARTER – 1ST QUARTER

CIVILIAN OF THE QUARTER – 2nd QUARTER

Communications Operator Donald Stiller– On May 31, 2020, dispatch began taking calls of a large

crowd in one of the intersections. This crowd was the beginning of a large protest group that traveled

up and down the highway engaging in looting, vandalism and burglary at several stores including

some in the Dover Mall. Over the course of six hours, Donald navigated 63 complaints for service,

managed 8 radio channels and over 200 police officers. Donald handled this stressful event with poise

which helped lead to the safe return of every officer.

Records Unit Clerk Brenda Unruh – During the first quarter of 2020, Brenda transitioned over as the

primary approver for accident reports within the unit. She not only took over the task, she did so to the

best of her ability, while providing constructive feedback as to possible changes to make the task more

efficient. Brenda also voluntarily attended a training course with regard to traffic collisions, this training

was self imitated and speaks volumes to her work ethic. Brenda plays a positive role in the acclimation

of newly hired clerks and is very open to questions they may have.



CIVILIANS OF THE QUARTER FOR 2020
CIVILIAN OF THE QUARTER –3RD QUARTER

CIVILIAN OF THE QUARTER – 4TH QUARTER

Cadet Connor Schell– During the 3rd quarter of 2020, after recognizing a subject wanted out of

Delaware State Police’s jurisdiction, called in the report and the felon was brought into custody and

turned over to DSP. During this quarter, Connor was trusted with many tasks and helped successfully

prepare for the Dover Police Academy as well as patrolling the downtown area conducting 15 property

checks, 30 complaints, 30 business checks and 7 DCO’s.

Communications Operator Chad Davis - During the 4th quarter of 2020, Chad volunteered to be a

trainer for a newly hired operator guiding them multiple suicidal calls, shootings, robberies and

pursuits. Operator Davis and his trainee also took a call for a robbery just outside our jurisdiction,

their efforts and quick thinking lead our units to the scene with all suspects arrested prior to the other

agency’s arrival. During this quarter, Chad noticed children playing with a broken basketball hoop, he

and his brother purchased and installed a new hoop which shows his commitment to community.



Officer and Civilian of the Year 2020

Dover’s Finest

OFFICER OF THE YEAR

CIVILIAN OF THE YEAR

Patrolman First Class 

Robert Cunningham

Communications Operator 

Donald Stiller



Chief Thomas A. Johnson, Jr.

Patrolman Dalton Biron & 

Patrolman Ryan Bevan
Patrolman Samuel Seibert

Patrolman Wilson Rodriguez, 

Patrolwoman Emily Gurian, 

Patrolman Daniel Godwin, 

Patrolwoman Alicia Corrado

Patrolman John Brennan & 

Patrolwoman Heather Braun



PROMOTIONS
Each year  the Officers of the Dover Police Department take part in a highly competitive 

promotion process,  the following Officers were promoted during 2020

MAJOR

David Spicer

CAPTAIN

Christopher Hermance, Kevin Kober & Randy Robbins

LIEUTENANT

Aaron Dickinson, Paul Kuntzi, Jordan Miller & 

Robert “Ernie” Roswell

SERGEANT

Frank Fioravaniti, Jeffrey Gott, Mark Hoffman

Jennifer Lynch, Christopher Peer & Kevin Streadwick

MASTER CORPORAL

Joseph Bauer, Joshua Boesenberg, Brian Gedney, 

Scott Hurd, Anthony Toto & Nathaniel Warren

CORPORAL

James Johnson, Brooks Ogden, Jacob Rankin, 

Ryan Schmid & James Wood

PATROLMAN/PATROLWOMAN FIRST CLASS

Kody Frye, Alvin Hudson, 

Melissa Lake  &  Nathaniel Weir



2020 OFFICER RETIREMENTS

Acting Chief 

Major Timothy Stump

30 Years of Service

Captain

Chad Bernat

25 Years of Service

Lieutenant

Todd Case

26 Years of Service

Sergeant 

David Gist

23 Years of Service

Sergeant 

Jeffrey Melvin

20 Years of Service

Corporal

Mickie Price

20 Years of Service

Sergeant

Scott Sealund

24 Years of Service
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Traffic Arrest Summary



*Sick time not included in the total

Time Distribution Hours

TIME DISTRIBUTION, HOURS 2019 2020

Criminal Investigation 79,793 80,240

Accident Investigation 4,387 3,902

Special Duty 37,991 49,030

Foot Patrol 4,861 4,975

Station Duty 15,638 13,584

Motor Patrol 11,465 10,361

Court 2,948 1,656

Administrative 12,753 16,045

Total on Duty 169,834 179,792

Sick* 4,624 4,34

6

PERSONNEL STRENGTH 2019 2020

Authorized Strength 101 106

Actual Strength 87 92

Miscellaneous Contacts 2019 2020

Traffic Reprimands 1,085 1,025

Crime Prevention Checks 1,311 1,543
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Miscellaneous Calls for Service
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City Ordinance Summons Issued/Paid
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Grant Funding Summary
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Extra Duty Hours Billed 

Page 1
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Extra Duty Hours Billed 

Page 2



Planning & Training Unit

The Planning and Training Unit is responsible for all aspects of

training, recruitment, and applicant testing. Planning and Training

ensures that all sworn and civilian members of the department

receive training in compliance with the standards established by the

Delaware Council on Police Training (COPT), Departmental

Policies, CALEA standards, and Federal mandates. The Planning

and Training Unit also provides training to outside agencies that

request assistance with their training needs. The unit is also

responsible for all newly hired police officers through their

completion of the Field Training Program. Throughout the year,

Planning and Training participates in various job fairs in the local

region in an effort to recruit qualified and diverse applicants.

Major Training Accomplishments for 2020:

12 new police officers hired 

6 new civilians hired

357 civilian training hours

7,366.75 sworn officer training hours

2 out of state training schools attended

2 Internships 

120 ride along hours

Citizen Police Academy (32nd class, 8-week program)

2 Recruiting Events

2 How To Succeed in Hiring Process Seminars



Victim Services Unit

Ms. Diane Glenn serves as the Department’s Victim Services Coordinator and provides crime victims

with professional assistance and support. Each crime victim and their family are provided with a

supportive environment to assist them through some very difficult times and decisions in their lives.

Our goal is to help lessen the trauma suffered and provide support throughout the criminal justice

process. Services provided to crime victims and their families vary in each case depending upon the

needs of the individual. Services include: death notifications, crisis intervention, referrals to community

based services, criminal justice updates, court accompaniments, assistance with filing for violent crime

compensation through the state, as well as a host of other services as needed in each particular case.

The Dover Police Department is committed to the fair, compassionate, and dignified treatment of all

crime victims. We continue to strive to improve and enhance all services related to helping victims and

survivors through such traumatic events.

Below is a statistical breakdown for services provided in 2020:

Victim Services Unit
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Parking Enforcement Section

The Dover Police Department has two full time civilians assigned to Parking

Enforcement. They enforce parking regulations throughout the city. They are

responsible for booting vehicles when the owner has failed to pay fines that have

accrued over a period of time. Parking enforcement also patrols shopping centers and

neighborhoods for parking violations.
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DOVER POLICE

ANNUAL

REPORT

Special Thanks to 

Captain Christopher Hermance & 

Patrolman First Class Nolan Matthews

for the pictures included in this report.


